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Abstract

A tool for the aeroservoelastic analysis of rotary-wing aircraft, including tiltrotors, is presented. Rather
than developing yet an entirely new, monolithic rotorcraft aeroservoelastic simulation software, capa-
ble of providing all the modeling capabilities required by modern rotorcraft, each separate feature has
been collected from well-known, reliable and possibly state-of-art sources and blended together in a
general-purpose mathematical environment. The resulting intrinsic modularity allows to easily incorpo-
rate improved features as required by specific problems. In particular the tool can be very effective for
aeroservoelastic stability analysis, development and tuning of dynamic controllers and investigation of
aeroelastic coupling with Flight Control Systems. The implementation of state-space aircraft aeroservoe-
lastic numerical models into a general purpose mathematical environment allows to exploit state-space
based modern control theory approaches.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the possibility of improving the mission
effectiveness of rotorcraft, the development of full-
authority Flight Control Systems (FCS) is lagging
behind the evolution of the similar systems for fixed
wing aircraft. However, the expected enhance-
ments in terms of handling qualities and reduction
of pilot workload, with the promise of increased
safety, are increasing the number of production
fly-by-wire rotorcraft [1]. The introduction of FCS
requires to include it in the aircraft design phase
to verify that it does not compromise the overall
aeroelastic stability and vibratory level of the air-
craft. Insertion of appropriate notch filters needs
to be thoroughly investigated to prevent any spill-
over effect caused by the FCS gain at aeroelas-
tic mode frequencies [2]. To perform this kind of
analysis, reliable but fast numerical approaches
need to be considered. They must allow to inves-
tigate the interaction among different subsystems
like deformable mechanical components, servo-
hydraulic elements, unsteady aerodynamic forces,
pilot models, control logic and so on.

Several numerical approach with different lev-
els of sophistication have been implemented in the
past to study rotorcraft aeromechanics. Notewor-
thy examples are presented in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Per-
haps a less general, more “control oriented” ap-
proach is represented by ASAP [8], developed to
investigate structural coupling problems for tiltrotor

fly-by-wire architectures.
In this work, instead of developing yet an en-

tirely new rotorcraft aeroservoelastic simulation
software, a simulation tool has been built on top
of the general-purpose mathematical environment
MATLAB. The tool can perform massive analyses
of relatively simple, yet complete modular mod-
els of complex linearized aeroservoelastic sys-
tems. Each separate model component consists
of submodels collected from well-known, reliable
and possibly state-of-art sources, and blended to-
gether, rather than deriving them from first princi-
ples equations. All blocks are represented as dif-
ferential equations in state-space form. The intrin-
sic modularity allows several advantages:

• a broad range of approximation levels for each
sub-system; different sources of increasing
sophistication can be used to assemble mod-
els for the same component; this allows line
up with the state-of-the-art;

• ease in model expansion to include additional
components;

• access to the huge library of controls analysis
and synthesis and optimization tool available
in MATLAB.

The resulting multidisciplinary models can be used
for the design of control systems for flutter sup-
pression, vibration reductions and load alleviation.
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The result of this work is MASST (Modern
Aeroservoelastic State-Space Tools), a collection
of tools developed by Politecnico di Milano for the
linearized aeroservoelastic analysis of fixed and
rotary-wing aircraft, based on the state-space ap-
proach, often indicated as “modern” in the auto-
matic control community. In fact, since a time do-
main formulation in the state-space is the core of
the modern control theory, the equations of mo-
tion of the system are cast as first order time dif-
ferential equations. Once this is accomplished, it
is no longer necessary to use the specialized for-
mulations generally adopted in aeroelastic analy-
sis; general state-space approaches can be rather
used to analyze aeroelastic systems.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY MODEL

MASST has been designed to be modular
and to allow to incorporate heterogeneous sub-
components from different sources to model:

1. airframe structural dynamics, including un-
steady aerodynamics;

2. rotors aeroelasticity;

3. drive train;

4. servo-actuators;

5. sensors and filters;

6. Flight Control Systems (FCS);

7. pilot biomechanics.

For each element type, an arbitrary number of
blocks can be added to the main model, to al-
low to build aircraft models of arbitrary architec-
ture. Figure 1 shows a block scheme of the sub-
components used to model a tiltrotor. Items 1–
3 provide the core of basic aeroelastic analysis
capabilities. Items 1–4 provide aeroservoelastic
analysis capabilities. Items 1–7 provide closed
loop aeroservoelastic capabilities.

Each component is modeled in its most natural
and appropriate modeling environment and then
cast into first order state-space formulation. Sub-
structures are then connected using the Craig-
Bampton Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) ap-
proach [9].

Airframe Structural Dynamics

The non-rotating aeroelastic subsystems can be
logically split in structural and aerodynamic mod-
els, since the structural model does not depend on

the flight condition, while the aerodynamic model
can be parametrized on flow parameters, e.g.
Mach number and dynamic pressure. The airframe
structural models are represented by a Reduced
Order Model (ROM) obtained using the classical
Ritz decomposition for the displacement field u

u(x, t) = U(x)q(t), (1)

based on a compact set of selected generalized
coordinates q. Usually the model is obtained by
reducing a detailed Finite Element Model (FEM)
using displacement shapes U chosen among the
normal vibration modes of the structure, comple-
mented with additional constraint modes, namely
static shapes specifically designed to represent lo-
cal effects, or control modes that represent the mo-
tion of control surfaces. The structural dynamics is
thus represented by

Mqqq̈+Cqqq̇+Kqqq = f, (2)

where matrices (·)qq are symmetric, but in general
fully populated since no orthogonality is required
to the forms U. The airframe structure can be
composed by an arbitrary number of substructures
connected using the CMS. The aim is twofold: a) to
parametrize the model in terms of the relative ori-
entation of parts, as required by tiltrotor nacelles;
b) to be able to temporarily add and remove sub-
components like pylons or appendages.

Unsteady Aerodynamics. Unsteady aerody-
namic forces associated to small motion of the air-
frame and gusts can be obtained as solutions of
integro-differential equations related to harmonic
boundary domain oscillation, namely the general-
ized aerodynamic forces frequency responses fa.

fa = q∞Ham(k,M∞)q+q∞Hag(k,M∞)vg, (3)

where q∞ is the dynamic pressure, k = ωc/(2V∞)
is the reduced frequency, M∞ is the Mach number,
Ham and Hag are the aerodynamic transfer matrices
associated to the structural mode shapes q and to
the gust input vg. Matrices Ham and Hag can be ob-
tained using the classical Doublet Lattice Method
(DLM) of NASTRAN, but also CFD as shown for
example in [10].

MASST can cast the resulting frequency domain
matrices in state-space form

ẋa = Aaxa +Baa (4a)

fa

q∞

= Caxa +Da0 a+
c

2V∞

Da1 ȧ+
(

c
2V∞

)2

Da2 ä,

(4b)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of tiltrotor aeroservoelastic model.

where a = {q;vg}, by means of a rational approxi-
mation reduced to minimum states through a bal-
anced truncation [11].

The resulting model coefficients can be modi-
fied to take into account known experimental data
that may improve the quality of quasi-steady stabil-
ity derivatives associated to rigid body modes and
control surfaces.

Rotor Aeroelasticity

Linearized rotor modeling is more challenging
than the airframe. In fact, in this case even the iso-
lated structure cannot be considered linear, since it
presents a significant dependence on the trim pa-
rameters p [12]. The dependence on p is magni-
fied for unsteady aerodynamic forces. For this rea-
son the aeroelastic models of the rotors have been
considered as monolithic blocks composed by the
joined structural and aerodynamic equations

A2(p)q̈r +A1(p)q̇r +A0(p)qr = Bg(p)vg + fc(p).
(5)

where qr are global rotor degrees of freedom cho-
sen using the Ritz decomposition of Eq. (1) as
discussed for the airframe, matrices A0, A1, A2,
Bg are Linear Time Invariant (LTI), computed us-
ing coefficient averaging to eliminate any period-
icity whenever the rotor is not in axial flow condi-
tions [12], and vector fc represents the forces ap-
plied by the servo-actuators on the rotor to con-
trol the blade collective and cyclic pitch angles.

Eq. (5) represents a quasi-steady, LTI approxima-
tion of the rotor dynamics. The state qr contains an
arbitrary number of rotor elastic modes, expressed
in the non-rotating reference frame using the multi-
blade transform [12], plus six rigid rotor motion
modes used as constraint modes to connect the
rotor to the corresponding airframe model with the
CMS approach [9]. The linearized model can be
generated using comprehensive rotorcraft solvers;
CAMRAD/JA [3] has been used in this work.

The strong dependence of the matrices in
Eq. (5) from the trim condition p ideally requires to
assemble a specific model for each flight condition
considered during the aeroservoelastic analysis.
This approach has not been considered suitable
for the purpose of implementing a fast tool. On the
contrary, a discrete database of linearized models
has been defined for several trim conditions. A ro-
bust interpolation method is then used to estimate
rotor models for any intermediate trim point. The
rotor model can be re-computed at selected flight
conditions, to verify the quality of the interpolation.

To achieve significant freedom in the choice
of the reference conditions used to populate the
database, a technique that allows interpolation
starting from a set of point-wise scattered data has
been selected. The Moving Least Square (MLS)
approach meets this requirement.

Given a set of distinct data points xi in the space
Rd and an operator L(x) whose values are known
at the data points, the techniques finds a polyno-
mial approximation of order m P∗(x) ∈ Πm at point
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x by minimizing, among all P ∈ Πm, the flowing
weighted least square error

∑
i
‖P(x)−L(xi)‖2

2 φ(‖x−xi‖2), (6)

where φ is a non-negative Radial Basis Function
(RBF) [13]. Using compact support weight func-
tions the problem can be confined, resulting in a
very efficient technique that requires the solution
of very small linear algebraic problems for each
computational point x. Exact interpolation can be
achieved with φ(0) = ∞. Additional details on the
solution of the problem can be found in [13, 14].

Usually an initial model based on a compact
database composed of few computed rotor model
can be sufficient to frame the critical zones on the
parameter space. Then, the inclusion of additional
points in this zone can be used to gain additional
precision for the simulation results.

Servo-actuators

Servo-actuators are modeled as equivalent
transfer-functions. The transfer function of a servo-
actuator usually describes the motion of a generic
control surface, β, as a function of the requested
motion, βc, and of the generalized reaction force
applied by the dynamics of the control surface it-
self, mc, (see Refs. [15, 11]), namely

β = Hβ (s)βc +HM (s)mc. (7)

In general, both the servo-valve and compliance
dynamics are fully represented. The correspond-
ing expression of the generalized force mc applied
to the controlled surface is

mc =
1

HM (s)
(
β−Hβ (s)βc

)
, (8)

provided the dynamic compliance HM (s) is not
strictly proper. Otherwise, a dynamic residualiza-
tion up to second order can be applied without
breaking the causality of the overall system, since
the structural dynamics of the connected element
is second order differential in time. The general-
ized force becomes

mc = mMs2
β+ cMsβ+

1
ĤM (s)

(
β−Hβ (s)βc

)
, (9)

where ĤM(s) is a proper transfer function. The re-
sulting transfer functions need to be transformed in
the time domain to obtain a state-space model of
the actuator.

The actual motion of the control surface, β,
is then expressed as a function of the structural

states, β = Uβq, and the transfer function is added
to the problem using the Principle of Virtual Work
(PVW), namely

δLM = δβ
T mc = δqT UT

β

1
HM (s)

(
Uβq−Hβ (s)βc

)
.

(10)

Servo-actuators of airframe control surfaces like
ailerons, flaps, elevators and rudders can be mod-
eled with this approach. Rotor servo-actuators can
be introduced as well by restoring the load path
between the rotor pitch motion and the airframe
structural dynamics. The formulation is presented
for the collective pitch motion. With the multiblade
transformation the generalized theory can be for-
mulated for the complete rotor pitch motion, also
considering the cyclic contributions.

The blade pitch dynamics equation is

δLM = δϑ
T I f ϑ̈+δϑ

T I f Ω
2
ϑ

+δ(ϑ−ϑ0)T KT 0(ϑ−ϑ0)+δxT fc, (11)

where I f represents the moment of inertia about
the blade feathering axis, Ω is the rotor rpm, KT 0 is
the collective control chain stiffness, and fc is the
reaction force due to the servo-actuator; ϑ is the
blade pitch angle, while ϑ0 is the pitch angle com-
manded by the servo-actuator and x represents the
servo actuator extension.

The contributions to the blade pitch equation
are: (1) the feathering inertia I f ϑ̈, (2) the pro-
peller moment I f Ω2ϑ, (3) the restoring moment
KT 0(ϑ − ϑ0), due to the flexibility of the control
chain, and (4) the servo-actuator reaction force fc.

The extension of the servo-actuator is a function
of the structural states, x = Uxq, while the pitch an-
gle ϑ0 is related to the servo-actuator through the
kinematic gear ratio η, so that ϑ0 = ηx = ηUxq.

As in Eq. (8), the reaction force applied by the
servo actuator is

fc =
1

H f (s)
(x−Hx (s)xc) , (12)

considering the servo-valve dynamic Hx (s) and the
dynamic compliance H f (s). The displacement xc
requested to the servo-actuator is a function of the
blade pitch request ϑc generated by the pilot/FCS
by means of the inverse of the kinematic gear ratio,
xc = ϑc/η. Equation (11) becomes

δLM = δϑ
T I f ϑ̈+δϑ

T I f Ω
2
ϑ

+δ(ϑ−ηUxq)T KT 0(ϑ−ηUxq)

+δqT UT
x

1
H f (s)

(
Uxq−Hx (s)

1
η

ϑc

)
.

(13)
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The cross-coupling terms between the rotor pitch
motion, the airframe structural dynamics and the
servo-actuator dynamics are related to the con-
trol system load path, rebuilt along the different
sub-components. Moreover, the pilot/FCS input
allows to introduce the pilot/FCS feedback to per-
form closed loop aeroservoelastic analyses.

Generally, pitch/bending and pitch/gimbal kine-
matic couplings must be taken into account when
restoring the control chain moment mcon = KT 0(ϑ−
ϑ0). In this case

ϑ0 = ηUxq−∑
i

Kpiqei −KpGβG, (14)

where the term −Kpiqi is the kinematic
pitch/bending coupling due to control system
and blade root geometry, and qei is the ith bending
degree of freedom of the rotor. Similarly, KpG is
the pitch/flap coupling for the gimbal or teetering
motion. Any effect of local nonlinearities of the
actuator, like freeplay, saturation and deadband
can be taken into account.

Additional components

Along with the basic aeroservoelastic elements,
important additional components can be taken into
account.

The rotor drive train can be modeled as a
lumped parameters sub-component directly in the
linearized model. Currently, the drive train model
can only connect rotors with dynamic models of the
engine. Future development will allow to close the
feedback loop by connecting the drive train model
with the airframe at the appropriate locations.

Sensors range from the direct extraction of the
motion of a physical point as a function of the
states of the system, to the inclusion of the dy-
namics of the sensor itself in the model. In the
latter case, the transfer function of the sensor is
added after transforming it in the time domain in
state-space form. Although typically part of the
FCS, notch filters represent a widely used tool that
allows to avoid or fix spill-over problems caused
by the coupling of the FCS with higher frequency
structural dynamics modes. In fact, while the FCS
is usually developed by avionics specialists ac-
cording to inputs from flight mechanics special-
ists and test pilots, the possibility to quickly fil-
ter out undesired signals directly in the aeroelas-
tic model, without requiring any intervention on the
FCS model, represents an extremely useful fea-
ture. Notch filters are modeled by adding the re-
lated transfer function, transformed in state-space
form, to the overall system model.

Pilots are known to represent a potential source
of unintended introduction of excitations into air-
craft by means of the primary controls, resulting
in Pilot-Induced and Pilot Augmented Oscillations
(respectively PIO and PAO)-like events [16]. Such
components can be easily modeled as an addi-
tional blocks in MASST.

Flight Control System

The FCS represents the core of modern rotary-
wing aircraft, significantly of tiltrotor. For the pur-
pose of performing linear stability analysis, a lin-
earized model of the FCS for specific flight con-
ditions and operating modes is required. As an
alternative, when performing time-marching analy-
sis, an input-output relationship from generic non-
linear models of the FCS, including the real hard-
ware in a Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulation,
can be used.

CURRENT RESULTS

This tool is currently used for the analysis of the
ERICA tiltrotor configuration [17].

Component-wise cross-validations have been
performed by comparing the results obtained us-
ing the presented tool with corresponding ones di-
rectly obtained from the software used to feed the
tool. For example, results of direct modal analy-
sis and flutter of the entire airframe obtained from
NASTRAN are compared with results obtained by
incorporating the airframe model in form of sub-
components (the wing/fuselage, the nacelles, the
control surfaces), using the state-space represen-
tation of the unsteady aerodynamics.

Models obtained by assembling sub-models (the
airframe, each nacelle) obtained by CMS substruc-
turing in a reference configuration have been ana-
lyzed in different configurations (different nacelle
angles, different mass and mass distribution) and
compared to direct FE eigenanalyses in the same
contribution, resulting in either a fairly good agree-
ment when comparing one-to-one cases (e.g. dif-
ferent nacelle angles), or in acceptably good ap-
proximations (e.g. different weight distributions).

Similarly, rotor stability results directly obtained
from CAMRAD/JA using a pylon model consisting
in NASTRAN’s airframe modes are compared with
results obtained with the tool, after switching off the
airframe aerodynamics.

Further correlation has been obtained by com-
paring rotor performances and whirl flutter sta-
bility results with analogous results obtained us-
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Table 1: Tiltrotor airframe properties
Aircraft Mode (426 rpm) - Locking Device Off Short Name Frequency
Mode Name Hz /rev
Roll Fuselage - Antisymmetric Wing Chord RF/AWC 2.1 0.3
Symmetric Wing Beam - Symmetric Tube Torsion SWB/STT 2.7 0.3
Yaw Fuselage - Antisymmetric Beam Tail YF/ABT 3.6 0.5
Symmetric Wing Chord SWC 3.7 0.5
Symmetric Tube Torsion - Symmetric Wing Beam STT/SWB 4.5 0.6
Antisymmetric Axial Tube - Tail Torsion AAT/TT 5.1 0.7
Antisymmetric Axial Tube - Beam Tail AAT/ABT 5.6 0.7
Antisymmetric Tube Torsion - Fin Torsion ATT/FT 6.3 0.8
Symmetric Fuselage Bending SFB 9.5 1.3
Symmetric Fuselage Bending - Symmetric Wing Torsion SBF/SWT 12.1 1.7

ing the general-purpose multibody solver MBDyn
http://www.mbdyn.org/.

Tiltrotor Model Set-up

The entire work has been organized around two
radically different approaches used for whirl flutter
analysis: (1) linearized model analysis, performed
using MASST; (2) nonlinear analysis using multi-
body models built in MBDyn, to verify the most
significant results obtained with the linearized ap-
proach.

The stability analysis in MASST used:

• the integrated FE airframe model obtained
from NASTRAN;

• the airframe unsteady aerodynamics obtained
from NASTRAN using the DLM;

• rotor models obtained from CAMRAD/JA, for
the linearized analysis approach;

The multibody model of the rotor, with the exact
kinematics of the hub joints and a FE model of the
hub and rotor blade flexibility based on nonlinear
FE beams, coupled with a modal representation of
the airframe structural model, has been generated
in MBDyn.

The airframe FE model has been used to com-
pute the structural modes of the whole aircraft. No
symmetric/antisymmetric splitting has been con-
sidered, since the FE model is not perfectly sym-
metric.

Whirl flutter analyses have been performed con-
sidering different Gross Weight - CG configura-
tions in aircraft mode, with the locking device in
the on/off configurations.

Airframe Model. The airframe models are re-
alized using the modal approach from NASTRAN

FE models. The set of modal displacements
contains: (1) rigid body modes (fore/aft, lateral,
plunge, roll, pitch, yaw); (2) control surface modes
(flaps, ailerons, elevator and rudder); (3) normal
modes, function of the bandwidth of interest (up to
15 Hz).

The whirl flutter instability can be reasonably an-
alyzed considering modes up to 2/rev. Whirl flutter
analyses have been performed with fixed control
surfaces. However, control surface modes may be
used in the future to study the aeroservoelastic be-
havior of the tiltrotor when servo-actuator dynam-
ics is considered.

The main elastic modes that have been chosen
for whirl flutter analysis are reported in Table 1, for
the case with locking device off.

The unsteady aerodynamics of the airframe has
been evaluated in the frequency domain using the
NASTRAN DLM for the airframe base structure.
The main wing and the empennages are repre-
sented using lifting surfaces, while the nacelles
and the fuselage have been modeled as slender
bodies.

The aerodynamic matrices have been evaluated
for the values of reduced frequencies k and Mach
numbers M∞ to cover the flight envelope in aircraft
mode.

Rotor Models. Rotor linear models in axial flow
have been obtained using CAMRAD/JA models
supplied by AgustaWestland. The ranges of trim
conditions reported in Table 2 have been consid-
ered for linear rotor models. The active degrees of
freedom, in multiblade coordinates, are:

• 3 bending modes, the first and the third in flap
and the second in lead/lag (stiff in plane rotor);

• 2 torsion modes, the control chain and the
blade elastic torsion ones;
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Table 2: Rotor Trim

Mode Ω ISA Power Min V∞ Max V∞

rpm m hp kts kts
A/C 426 0 0 100 370
A/C 426 0 0 100 370
A/C 426 8000 2400 100 370
A/C 426 8000 2400 100 370

• 2 gimbal modes, longitudinal and lateral;

• 6 pylon/hub rigid modes.

Each rotor in the database is characterized by 28
degrees of freedom, considering collective, gim-
bal, cyclic and reactionless modes.

Only the right counterclockwise rotor models are
generated by CAMRAD/JA; left clockwise models
are generated exploiting symmetry.

Coupling Approach for Rotor-Airframe Model

Linear State-Space Approach: MASST. A linear
state-space aeroelastic model of the tiltrotor is built
in MASST using the previously described ROMs.

The model is used to evaluate the aeroelastic
stability in aircraft mode through classic flutter dia-
grams. All stability analyses are performed using
a continuation procedure [18] that allows to follow
the evolution of only the desired subset of eigen-
solutions of the system for the different parame-
ter values. In this case 5 symmetric and 5 skew-
symmetric airframe modes are tracked using con-
tinuation.

Nonlinear Multibody Approach: MBDyn. In the
non linear multibody model only the right counter-
clockwise rotor is modeled in MBDyn. Airframe py-
lon modes are introduced in the rotor model using
a modal element. Considering only the right rotor,
symmetric and antisymmetric cases are analyzed
separately. To obtain the symmetric and the anti-
symmetric mode shapes:

• symmetric and antisymmetric modal displace-
ments are obtained measuring the displace-
ments of both right and left pylon nodes, ex-
tracting the symmetric and skew-symmetric

contributions as

Usym(x,z,ϑ) =
1
2
(Ul(x,z,ϑ)+Ur(x,z,ϑ))

Uskw(y,φ,ψ) =
1
2
(Ul(y,φ,ψ)+Ur(y,φ,ψ))

Usym(y,φ,ψ) =
1
2
(Ul(y,φ,ψ)−Ur(y,φ,ψ))

Uskw(x,z,ϑ) =
1
2
(Ul(x,z,ϑ)−Ur(x,z,ϑ))

where

– (x,z,ϑ) are the fore/aft, plunge and pitch
motions of the pylons;

– (y,φ,ψ) are the lateral, roll and yaw mo-
tions of the pylons;

• the modal mass and the modal stiffness are
divided by 2 to take into account the fact that
only one half of the model is effectively repre-
sented in the overall model:

1
2

UT
symMUsymq̈+

1
2

UT
symKUsymq = 0 (16a)

1
2

UT
skwMUskwq̈+

1
2

UT
skwKUskwq = 0 (16b)

The division by 2 of the modal mass and of
the modal stiffness presumes a perfectly symmet-
ric model. In this case the model is not com-
pletely symmetric, so a small approximation is in-
troduced. 5 symmetric and 5 antisymmetric air-
frame modes have been chosen for time response
analysis. Rigid body modes are not considered.
Figure 2 shows the rotor model realized in MBDyn,
with the airframe modal element block.

The multibody model is only used for time
marching simulations. The frequency and damp-
ing of the airframe modes can be estimated from
time response analysis using standard methods.
The one proposed in [19] has been used. Time
responses have been obtained for:

• rotor hub forces: T (thrust force), Y (side
force), H (drag force);

• rotor hub moments: Mx (roll moment), My
(pitch moment), Q (torque);

• airframe modes: symmetric and antisymmet-
ric modal participation factors.
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Figure 2: MBDyn rotor model.

WHIRL FLUTTER RESULTS

MASST has been used to compute the eigen-
values for the coupled airframe-rotor system in air-
craft mode, as a function of airspeed at different:
(1) gross weight - CG configurations, (2) locking
device on/off state, (3) altitude, and (4) trim condi-
tion.

Critical conditions, without the effect of airframe
unsteady aerodynamics, have been evaluated in
MBDyn in order to verify the correct stability be-
havior of the tiltrotor.

The basic aircraft frequency and damping ver-
sus airspeed for the critical gross weight con-
figuration, locking device off, at sea level stan-
dard conditions, with power off are shown in Fig-
ures 3–4. To verify the stability of the aircraft for
the entire gross weight range, stability is also as-
sessed at minimum weight. The symmetric tube
torsion/symmetric wing bending (SWB/STT) mode
is shown to be critical at 360 kts. Regulations re-
quire a 15% margin above the design speed for
flutter clearance. The predicted point of instability
is at a speed higher than that required for flutter
clearance speed (320 knots). Consequently, the
basic aircraft satisfies stability requirements.

The airframe unsteady aerodynamics effect has
been evaluated and reported in Figures 5 using
symmetric modes, and in Figures 6 using antisym-
metric modes, compared with the previous analy-
ses. The SWB/STT mode now becomes critical

Figure 3: Eigenvalues vs airspeed of symmetric
modes for max weight configuration, locking device
off, power off at sea level.

Figure 4: Eigenvalues vs airspeed of skew-
symmetric modes for max weight configuration,
locking device off, power off at sea level.
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Figure 5: Eigenvalues vs airspeed of symmetric
modes considering the effect of unsteady aerody-
namics

Figure 6: Eigenvalues vs airspeed of skew-
symmetric modes considering the effect of un-
steady aerodynamics

Figure 7: Time histories of modal partecipation co-
efficients during a multibody simulation at 200 kts,
sea level, loking device off, zero power and maxi-
mum weight.

at 370 knots. The effect of airframe unsteady aero-
dynamics does not have a significant influence on
the frequencies, but increases the damping of the
symmetric and antisymmetric modes. In particu-
lar, the tail contribution significantly increases the
damping of antisymmetric modes.

Multibody analyses confirm the linear analyses
results obtained with the state-space model of the
tiltrotor. The results are shown in Figures 7– 8.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Future development will address the modeling of
linear time-periodic subsystems. They are mainly
intended to simulate rotors in non-axial flow, as
occurs in the conversion corridor. The tool will
be further validated by adding drive-train and pilot
biomechanics models, and realistic servo and con-
trol system models. The capability to analyze ro-
tor models in generic, non-axial flow conditions will
allow to consider conventional helicopters in arbi-
trary reference flight conditions, to further assess
its versatility.
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